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Soon, the fall will bloom with color, but also a wide range of trade fairs at EXPO Krakow. The 26

th

International Book Fair in Krakow®, 15

th

 International Packaging Innovations Fair, 30

th

 International

Trade Fair of Hotel and Catering Equipment HORECA®, and 20

th

 International Wine Trade Fair

ENOEXPO® are just some of the options in the fourth quarter of this year. The future is becoming

reality.

 

In October, we will travel to a world of revolutionary technologies, futuristic materials and

endless possibilities. The KOMPOZYT-EXPO® International Trade Fair for Composite Materials,

Technologies and Products will take place on 4-5 October 2023. This is now the twelfth time

that visitors have a chance to learn about innovative high-tech solutions which have a true

impact on industry, transportation, construction and other sectors.

Experts, engineers, producers and enthusiasts of fasteners will meet at EXPO KRAKÓW on 18-19

October. The sixth International FASTENER POLAND® fair is a chance for participants to enjoy a

rich conference and workshop program, attend business meetings during a brokerage event,

and check out unique products and technologies. It will be the first time that the fair features a

fasteners zone dedicated to the power and renewable energy sectors.

At the same time, two trade fairs will be held that form a perfectly matched duet: the 14

th

SYMAS® International Trade Fair for the Handling, Storage and Transport of Solids and Bulk

Materials, and 14

th

 International MAINTENANCE Trade Fair for Maintenance, Planning and

Optimization of Production. This all-embracing combination of thematic issues is a guarantee of

a space where representatives of almost every production company can update their

knowledge, find inspiration, and also enjoy the opportunity to develop their business.

Great celebration of literature

On 26-29 October, hearts of literature will beat strongly at EXPO Krakow, all thanks to the 26

th

International Book Fair in Krakow®. The slogan for this year's fair is a quote from Wisława

Szymborska's poem "So much of the world from all over". As always, visitors can expect many

attractions, such as meetings with their favorite authors, interesting discussions on literary

trends, and presentations of new releases. Save the date in your calendar and let’s set off

together on an adventure through the lands of literature, where words come alive and open

doors to countless worlds!

It will be delicious!

Coming up is the 30

th

 HORECA® International Trade Fair of Hotel and Catering Equipment,

together with the GASTROFOOD® Food and Beverages Trade Fair for the Catering Industry and

the ENOEXPO® International Wine Trade Fair. This is a crucial event for the hotel, catering and

wine industry in Poland, attracting numerous exhibitors this year with a promise of an

interesting and varied range of attractions. Visitors can expect to see a wide range of products

for hotels, leisure facilities, restaurants and catering establishments as well as food, beverages

and wines from all over the world, including Poland. Also, the HORECA® jubilee fair will serve as



the platform for two prestigious competitions – the first TROPHÈE MILLE POLAND intended for

chefs starting out in their career, and the Polish preliminaries to the Bocuse d'Or Poland – the

most important and largest culinary competition in the world. The 20

th

 wine fair will also host

the 15

th

 Competition of Polish Wines and Ciders for the ENOEXPO® medal and the 15

th

 Wine

Competition for the ENOEXPO® medal.

Trade fairs in Krakow – don’t miss them!

It does not matter if you are an entrepreneur, a literature lover, a culinary enthusiast, a car fan

or a sucker for technology, the fall program of Krakow Trade Fairs will have something special

for everyone. This is when the city becomes a major hub for meetings, inspiration and new

opportunities. Do not miss your chance to take part in the fascinating events and make the

most of your time there. See you at EXPO Krakow.
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